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SONISWEB™ contains processes for managing recruiting and admissions.  The de-
tails of the processes – exactly what tasks are done and by whom – is set in tables by 
each institution since each has its own requirements.  The demonstration tables that 
come with SONISWEB™ have typical entries to use as a guide.  Two comprehen-
sive PDFs, “Recruiting Prospective Students” and “Applicant Checklists, Ac-
tivities, and Disposition” provide detailed guidance in using the processes and set-
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RECRUITING AND ADMISSIONS 

SONISWEB™ contains processes for managing recruiting and admissions.  The details of 
the processes – exactly what tasks are done and by whom – is set in tables by each institution 
since each has its own requirements.  The demonstration tables that come with 
SONISWEB™ have typical entries to use as a guide.  Two comprehensive PDFs, “Recruit-
ing Prospective Students” and “Applicant Checklists, Activities, and Disposition” 
provide detailed guidance in using the processes and setting up the tables. 

This is an overview of the processes – so you can see how it all fits together. 

Recruiting 

Typically the prospective student makes an inquiry via your Web site, meets a recruiter at a 
conference or a recruiting visit, or fills out an Online Application.   

 With the Web inquiry, the prospective student fills out an online form to say who 
he or she is and to ask for information.  Figure 6 on page 7 is an example. 

 The recruiter meeting with the student can directly fill out the entire Inquiry record 
from anywhere there is a computer attached to the Internet and the World Wide 
Web. Figure 8 shows that Inquiry record. 

 As an alternative, the prospective student can fill out the Online Application direct-
ly. Figure 7 shows one.  It collects much more information than the Web inquiry.  It 
requires review by your staff but usually little entry of data.  As Figure 1 shows, this 
bypasses the recruiting processes and goes directly to the applicant processes. 

This initial process is shown in Figure 1. 

A key step for your staff is selecting the category for this person.  That’s because it kicks off 
the automatic setting of tasks.  Examples of categories are “New undergraduate student”, 
“Returning undergraduate student”, “Medical student - MD”, “Nursing student - RN”, etc. 

With the category chosen, the process moves to the next steps shown in Figure 2.  You use 
recruiting plans to attach a category to a set of activities.  Some of these activities lead to 
processes like timed e-mail notes and timed letters to automate communications with the 
prospective students. 
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 Figure 1 Recruiting at the Beginning 
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You see in Figure 2 that many activities are shared by categories. Sending a welcoming let-
ter and arranging a campus visit will probably be in all your recruiting plans. Recruiting 
plans are what you use to link a category to a set of activities.  A person submitting an On-
line Application bypasses all these steps; no “recruiting” is required. 

These activities can be used as a task list for your staff.  They are created automatically 
when a category is chosen for the prospective student and placed in that person’s record. 
Most activities are done in groups such as sending a thank-you letter to those inquiring.  
When you use timed activities to print the letter or send the e-mail note, that activity is 
marked complete in all the individuals’ records.  You can also mark activity completion in 
each person’s record for those less automated activities.  Periodically, you run Activity Re-
ports so that the staff and their management can see what’s done, what’s not, and how the 
process is moving. 

There’s nothing magic about the list of activities.  They come from the check-off lists your 
staff keeps in their desks or you have in your current computer system.  All you do is con-
nect them in tables as illustrated in Figure 2.  In connecting them, you give SONISWEB™ 
its marching orders.  And, you’ve configured the process to follow your rules. 
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 Figure 2 Categories and Staff Activities 
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Admissions 

The admissions 
process really begins 
when an application 
is received.  If it’s 
on paper, your staff 
fills out the 
SONISWEB™ Ap-
plication record.  If 
it’s an Online Ap-
plication, your staff reviews it and makes any corrections needed.  A simple check in the 
checkbox shown in Figure 8 “tags” the person as an Applicant if you chose that as your 
“Web Option”.  (Otherwise you “tag” it in the person’s record.)  None of the information 
collected during the recruiting process is lost, the person simply gets a new and additional 
role (we call it “status”) of Applicant. 

(SONISWEB™ has a process to purge aged records for prospective students who never ap-
plied.  That’s described in the PDF “Recruiting Prospective Students”.) 

The key to the admissions process is selecting the applicant’s program of interest.  The pro-
gram selection triggers a two-path set of tasks as shown in Figure 4.  The Applicant Check-
lists are what you expect the applicant to do.  The Activities are what your staff has to do. 

The difference: 

 An Activity is what your staff does. 

 An Applicant Checklist item is what you expect the applicant to do. 

Some processes produce both. 
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 Figure 3 Application for Admission Received 
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Most institutions have two groups of checklists and activities, a core set that’s done for 
every applicant, and tasks specific to a program. Figure 4 illustrates that.  As applicants de-
liver the items in their checklist, your staff marks them as complete in the applicant’s 
record.   

An applicant can see what has been received at anytime by logging on to your Web site and 
looking at his or her record.  Figure 10 shows that.  (Of course, you must issue the applicant 
an ID number and PIN to access your site.) 

As your staff completes its activities, they too are marked as completed.  As with recruiting, 
Activity Reports tell the staff and their management where the process is. 

Timed letters and mass mailings serve two purposes.  You can set up a reminder timed let-
ter or e-mail note so it includes the incomplete checklist items.  It tells the applicant what’s 
missing and holding up the admissions process.  Mass mailings – either as paper letters or 
as mass e-mail notes – keep the applicants informed and involved. 

Disposition 

Once the applicant’s checklist is done and your staff’s activities are completed, your ad-
missions committees can sit to consider the applicants.  You determine “who’s ready” from 
the activity progress reports for the tasks.  As Figure 5 shows, the committee’s decisions 
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 Figure 4 Admissions Checklist and Activities 
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trigger more automatic staff activities to complete the process. The disposition record is 
completed and stored in the applicant’s records.  That record is shown in Figure 11. 

As with the recruiting and admissions process, letters, e-mail notes, and mass mailing are 
available to complete the process.  When the student agrees to enroll, your staff marks the 
Student checkbox shown in Figure 9 and this person is “tagged” as a student, ready for reg-
istration if you chose that as your “Web Option”.  (Otherwise you “tag” it in the person’s 
record.)  No data is lost, nothing needs to be reentered.  All the information collected from 
the earliest inquiry is preserved in the person’s records. 

Fees for Applications and Admission 

Fees or charges can be attached to applications and dispositions.  As explained in the “Re-
cruiting Prospective Students” and “Applicant Checklists, Activities, and Disposi-
tion” PDFs, you set them up and they get charged to the person’s accounting records when 
the appropriate action occurs. 
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 Figure 5 Admissions Committees and Disposition Activities 
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SAMPLE DISPLAYS 

The Web inquiry form shown in Figure 6 is the standard form delivered with 
SONISWEB™.   The dropdowns are related to your user defined tables.  

 

 Figure 6 Prospective Student Inquiry Form 
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The alternative to the inquiry is the Online Application filled out directly by the prospective 
student.  Figure 7 shows one. 

In Figure 8, choosing the Category triggers the automatic generation of activities used in 
recruiting.  The other items in this record are used for retrospective studies of recruiting to 
see where and how your prospective students are found.  Term of interest is sometimes used 
to estimate the size of the incoming class.  Note the Application Received checkbox in 

 

 Figure 7 Online Application 

 

 Figure 8 Prospect Inquiry Details Display 
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Figure 8.  Check it and this prospective student becomes an applicant if your school has 
chosen to use that automation in Web Option. 

Clicking the Application record link lets your staff add the program the applicant is apply-
ing for.  If you allow it, she or he can apply to more than one.  With the details filled in as il-
lustrated in Figure 9, the applicant’s checklist and staff activities are automatically created 
and put in the applicant’s records.  The Create Student Status checkbox in Figure 9 is used 
to move this person from Applicant to Student if your school has chosen to use that auto-
mation in Web Option. 

Figure 10 shows what an applicant sees when she or he logs on to your Web site.   

 

 Figure 9 Application Form 

 

 Figure 10 Applicant's Status Display 
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A person can apply for more than one program, so you can accept, waitlist, or reject admis-
sion for each program individually.  The record shown in Figure 11 is saved in the person’s 
records and also automatically triggers staff activities such as letters. 

 

 Figure 11 Disposition Record 
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SETTING THE SECURITY OPTIONS, FINDING THE DETAILS 

Feature Defined or set in Title of the Manual Profile Security Setting to use the 
Feature 

Who's Autho-
rized 

Activities Systems - Activities Applicant Checklists, Activities, and 
Disposition 

Applicant - Activities Administrator 

Activity report Not needed Reports Reports - Activity report Administrator 

Applicant Disposition 
report 

Not needed Applicant Checklists, Activities, and 
Disposition 

Reports - Applicant Disposition 
report 

Administrator 

Applicant status au-
tomatically added for 
Prospective Student 

Systems - Web Op-
tions “Generate 
Record Status For” 
Applicant 

Web Options Systems - Web Options  

Application Activities Systems - Application 
Activities 

Applicant Checklists, Activities, and 
Disposition 

Applicant - Activities Administrator 

Application Checklist Systems - Table 
Maintenance - Appli-
cation Checklist Item 
table 

Applicant Checklists, Activities, and 
Disposition 

Applicant - Checklist record Administrator 

Application Entry 
Date 

Systems – Applica-
tion Entry Date 

Applicant Checklists, Activities, and 
Disposition 

Systems – Application Entry Date Administrator 

Application Fees Systems - Application 
Fees 

Applicant Checklists, Activities, and 
Disposition 

Systems - Application Fees Administrator 

Applications by Zip 
report 

Not needed Reports Reports - Applications by Zip re-
port 

Administrator 

Category Systems - - Catego-
ries table 

Recruiting Prospective Students Prospect - Prospect Inquiry Details 
record 

Administrator 
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Feature Defined or set in Title of the Manual Profile Security Setting to use the 
Feature 

Who's Autho-
rized 

Category change Systems - Categories: 
Change 

Recruiting Prospective Students Systems - Categories: Change Administrator 

Checklist viewing by 
Applicant 

Not needed Applicant Checklists, Activities, and 
Disposition 

Assigned ID and PIN Applicant 

Disposition Systems - Table 
Maintenance - Ad-
missions Disposition 
table 

Applicant Checklists, Activities, and 
Disposition 

Applicant or Online Applicant - 
Disposition record 

Administrator 

Disposition Activities Systems - Disposition 
Activities 

Applicant Checklists, Activities, and 
Disposition 

Applicant or Online Applicant - 
Disposition record 

Administrator 

Email: Bulk Not needed Timed Letters, Timed E-Mail & Timed 
Mail-Merge 

Systems – Email/Text Message: 
Bulk 

Administrator 

Email: Prospects Not needed Timed Letters, Timed E-Mail & Timed 
Mail-Merge 

Systems - Email: Pros-
pects/Applicants 

Administrator 

Inquiry record  Names-Prospect In-
quiry Details 

Recruiting Prospective Students Prospect - Prospect Inquiry Details 
record 

Administrator 

Institution: Add/Edit Systems - Institution: 
Add/Edit 

Students, Faculty, Applicant and Alum-
ni/ae Record-keeping 

Applicant or Online Applicant - 
Education 

Administrator 

Interests report Not needed Reports Reports - Interests report Administrator 

Mail & E-Mail Letters Not needed Mail & E-Mail Merge Reports-Mail Merge & Mail Merge 
Students/Applicant 

Administrator 

Mailing Labels Not needed Reports Reports - Mailing Labels Administrator 

Online Application  Not needed Administration Not needed Anyone from 
the Web 
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Feature Defined or set in Title of the Manual Profile Security Setting to use the 
Feature 

Who's Autho-
rized 

Programs Systems - Programs Applicant Checklists, Activities, and 
Disposition 

Applicant or Online Applicant - 
Programs record 

Administrator 

Prospect Call List Not needed Recruiting Prospective Students Reports - Prospect Call List Administrator 

Prospective Students 
report 

Not needed Recruiting Prospective Students Reports - Prospective Students re-
port 

Administrator 

Prospects by Refer By 
report 

Not needed Recruiting Prospective Students Reports - Prospects by Refer By 
report 

Administrator 

Prospects by Type 
report 

Not needed Recruiting Prospective Students Reports - Prospects by Type report Administrator 

Prospects: Delete Systems - Prospects: 
Delete 

Recruiting Prospective Students Systems - Prospects: Delete Administrator 

Purge old prospect 
records 

see Prospects: Delete    

Recruiting Plans Systems - Recruiting 
Plans 

Recruiting Prospective Students Prospect - Prospect Inquiry Detail 
record 

Administrator 

Student status auto-
matically added for 
Applicant 

Systems - Web Op-
tions “Generate 
Record Status For” 
Student 

Web Options Systems - Web Options Administrator 

Term of Interest Systems - Term of 
Interest 

Recruiting Prospective Students Prospect - Prospect Inquiry Detail 
record 

Administrator 

Timed e-mail  Systems - Activities Timed Letters, Timed E-Mail & Timed 
Mail-Merge 

Reports - Timed e-mail  Administrator 

Timed Email: Pros-
pects 

Systems - Activities Timed Letters, Timed E-Mail & Timed 
Mail-Merge 

Reports - Timed Email: Prospects Administrator 
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Feature Defined or set in Title of the Manual Profile Security Setting to use the 
Feature 

Who's Autho-
rized 

Timed letters  Systems - Activities Timed Letters, Timed E-Mail & Timed 
Mail-Merge 

Reports - Timed letters Administrator 

Timed Mail Merge Systems - Activities Timed Letters, Timed E-Mail & Timed 
Mail-Merge 

Reports - Timed Mail Merge Administrator 

Transferred report Not needed Reports Reports - Transferred report Administrator 
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